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Other then that, the biggest improvement with this update is that there is now a fifth class of
Pokemon. The Smash Bros. series is going to be expanding to compete with the advent of these new
Pokemon, so it looks like the Dragon types will be one of the focuses. Dragon types are pretty rare in
Pokemon, so it might be interesting to find out how many higher-tier Dragon-types are still alive. It's

only 12 different Pokemon out of the 60-ish remaining, but that is actually a pretty impressive
number. Anyway, it's also pretty interesting to see how very few Dragon-types exist in the Exodia

zone, considering that there are so many of the other types. While there isn't a Dragon-type around
in the Battle Tower, the highest-ranked Dragon-type still seems to be Garchomp in the Elite Four.

While it may not make sense for a dragons to exist in a barren wasteland like the deserts of
Lugunica, they're actually fairly common in the Exodia Zone. That makes sense, since this is where
Exodia, the ultimate power of the Dragon types, resides. However, it was always weird to me that in

the main part of Hoenn, Dragon-type Pokemon were so rare. That's not to say that Dragon-types
don't exist in Hoenn, they just seem to appear in greater numbers in the wild. Mostly because the

region was so rich in Dragon Pokemon before, so there is a whole bunch more now. Along with
Heracross, Aerodactyl, and Dugtrio, there are also thousands of Exeggutor, Garchomp, and Gengar.

The only Dragon-type Pokemon you could possibly trade with is Shiny Dugtrio, since it is the only one
that isn't an evolution of another Pokemon. Now that you have the most powerful Pokemon in the

game, it's time to use it.
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Overall, though, the new game looks
beautiful. Some of the gameplay

changes are long overdue, like being
able to see the Dialga animation,
and having access to the Mega
Evolutions for every Pokemon.

There's also a whole new feature
called the Z-Moves, which

determines the type of move a
Pokemon can learn. Certain moves,
like Dragon Claw and Thunder Fang,
now can have a Z-Move attached to
them. This is a neat feature for the
competitive community as Z-Moves
are restricted by certain movesets,
like a Blastoise with Dragon Claw

attached. These Z-Moves also have
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an additional effect like they move
slower or have different attack.

Battle mentors that come with each
version of the game's update can be
added to the active battle team of

any Pokemon in the game, with the
exception of legendaries, mythicals,

or fan-favorites, like Meowth. For
Dragon-type trainers, the list of

battle mentors starts with Lance, but
actually depends on the version of
the game that you are playing. For

example, a Chibi version has no
Battle Professor Agate, while a

Mythic version has one of the five
new battle mentors: Chromosaur
Agate, Breccia's Agate, Poem's

Agate, Rune's Agate, and Diamant's
Agate. They have several

differences, but the base concept
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and theme of each of the five battle
mentors are completely different.
One of the main differences is that

the five battle mentors are the ones
who teach how to EV train. They

require the player to team up with
one of them and have them teach
the Legendary Pokemon they are

associated with EV train. For
example, Chromosaur, who teaches

Evolution Train, teaches the
Dragonite after that, so when you
have the Dragonite and EV train it,

you receive the Evolution Train.
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